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NIAGARA CHAPTER-NATIVE WOMEN INC.     

2019-2020 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

OCT. 24, 2020 “VIRTUAL” and “PHONE-IN”              

  

     

IT TAKES A TEAM TO KEEP A GOOD THING GOING……. 
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NIAGARA CHAPTER – NATIVE WOMEN INC. 

 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

 

 

“The vision of the  

Niagara Chapter-Native Women Inc. is to 

help Native Women to empower themselves 

emotionally, spiritually and economically.  

This will allow Native Women to advocate for 

the rights which will impact communities 

and the next seven generations.  The Chapter 

will enhance the pride in being a Native 

woman.” 
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AIMS OF NIAGARA CHAPTER-NATIVE WOMEN INC. 

 

The major tenet of which the organization is based the concept of unity of all 

Native Women, regardless of legal categories 

The main concern of the Niagara Chapter is the preservation and promotion of 

Native culture, language, heritage and economic development. 

 

In order to achieve this stated aim, the Niagara Chapter has pledged: 

A. To create a forum through which Native women can become involved in 

the solution of their problems and the promotion of their interests through 

wellness, self-help and awareness. 

 

B. To help Native women and their families increase their feeling of adequacy 

and their sense of responsibility through planning, developing and 

managing self-projects. 

 

 

C. To provide a means through which Native women can make a contribution 

of ideas and skills to the social, cultural and economic development of 

Native families and society. 

 

D. To provide a means through which Native women can assist in identifying 

those ways which are unique to the Native culture and through which their 

role in the teaching these ideas to their children can be strengthened. 

 

 

E. To encourage Native women to assume a more positive and active part in 

the achievement of their rightful place in society. 

 

F. To provide a communication link between Native women and other Native 

communities through which they can share and exchange ideas, support 

each other adequately and fulfill their goals. 
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ONTARIO NATIVE WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

 

 

CODE OF ETHICS 

 
 

1.  As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association I pledge to honor the 

belief of supporting the unity of all Native women regardless of legal categories- 

status, Non- status 

2. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association I pledge to at all times 

stand and speak with the pride and the dignity that my Native heritage demands. 

3. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association I will be tolerant of 

diversity, honest with my opinions and feelings and above all respect the opinions 

and feelings of my Native sister, even though we may disagree. 

4. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association I will support and work 

towards the stated aims and objective of the organization. 

5. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association I will at all times conduct 

myself in a manner that brings respect and credibility to the Ontario Native Women 

Association. 

6. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association at no time will I say or do 

anything that might appear to discredit my Native Sisters or the Ontario Native 

Women’s Association. 

7. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association any grievances comment 

or criticism that I may have, that relates to the Provincial organization, I will assume 

the responsibility to bring any grievance, comment or criticism to the present Board 

of Directors of the Ontario Native Women’s Association. 

8. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association any grievances, comments 

or criticism that I may have directed towards a local, will be brought to the attention 

of the locals’ membership and /or officers as soon as possible and will be dealt with 

by the membership and/ or officers openly and honestly without prejudice. 

9. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association I will endeavor to work 

cooperatively with other groups, organizations, or individuals – Native and Non-

Native to solve problems and to support mutual concerns. 

10. As a member of the Ontario Native Women’s Association I will responsibly work 

cooperatively with fellow citizens towards human society-equal opportunity for 

participation, tolerance of difference and respect of all living things. 
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NIAGARA CHAPTER- NATIVE WOMEN INC. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2019-2020 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

BONNIE BRANT  PRESIDENT 

LISA MARTIN        VICE-PRESIDENT 

VALERIE GHOSEN        TREASURER 

KRYSTAL BRANT          SECRETARY 

DIRECTORS 

DIANNE GRENIER 

JESSICA GHOSEN 

EMPLOYEES 

WENDY STURGEON- Executive Director 

CHRISTINE PRITCHARD- Reception & ‘’Original Pathways Asst.’’ 

SUSAN MARACLE&– “Original Pathways” AADR Lead Coordinator 

BECKY WHITLOW- “Original Pathways” AADR Admin. 

LOUISE HICKEY- Aboriginal Youth in Transition Worker 

ANGIE LIBERTY- Breaking Free From Family Violence --Family Support Worker 

BEV HILL -Indigenous Infant /Family Advocate 

BOOKKEEPER- Karen Huntley 

NIAGARA COLLEGE PLACEMENT- Chase Wabie-Shaddock 

BROCK UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT-Manvinder Bhamra 

NPAAMB Interns -Tabitha Seneca, Hope Tucker 

Apatisowin Trainee-Brittany Johns  
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                                                                                    PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

Bonnie Brant 

 
                                                                                                                 
Good afternoon.  Welcome to our Annual meeting.  This is a first for 
us, going virtual.  We have gathered for years to celebrate each 
successful year of our chapter and to report to you, the membership 
to keep you aware of what's going on.  Of course, this year is different 
and right now, we need to keep everyone safe, so that is why we are 
not gathering in person as usual. When this is all over, we’ll have a 
BIG celebration! 
 
This organization has come so far over the years!  I’m always amazed when I see some 
people who used to be trainees or summer students with us, now parents themselves, 
and holding full time jobs in the community.  It makes me proud to know we had something 
to do with that. Like me, some members have been around long enough to remember 
going to our early days.  Hope these people stick around - the senior’s programs are 
getting better all the time! 
 
During this pandemic, covid19, we really have been very focused on ensuring everyone’s 
safety, that includes the employees as well as our members, and clients.  We always 
want to see what we can to help but this last 6-7 months has really been a challenging 
time.  The board has stepped up to help out with the staff to make sure you all received 
some calls for wellness checks and hopefully something a bit extra to help out as well.  
They say it’s going to possibly get worse, 
 
Our ancestors lived through worse, so we know we’ll survive as a people.  However, our 
hearts and thoughts and prayers do go out to all the family members who have been 
affected through time.  Our loved ones will always be in our hearts.  
 
lt is so gratifying to witness positive results from our projects and getting feedback from 
people on their healing journey.  The success of NCNW has come about because of our 
strong dedicated Board, staff and volunteers.  We always aim for the goal of bettering the 
lives of Native women and their families, both now and for the next seven generations. 
 
Our staff interact with a great number of other agencies, councils and committees with 
whom we may share common interests and goals.  This may facilitate pointing people in 
the right direction for their own situation with sensitivity and respect for our culture. Things 
will get better as we continue to work together.  Thank you for the trust to serve as your 
President. 
 
Nyaweh: Bonnie Brant 
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2019 – 2020 YEAR–END REPORT 
Wendy Sturgeon, Executive Director 

Greetings NCNW Members                                                                                    

This year more than ever we want to express our thanks to the Board of Directors 

for taking swift action in the fourth quarter to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all 

the employees. They nimbly adapted polices to accommodate an immediate move 

to ‘work from home’ status just as the State of Emergency was called. Further, we 

were swift to transition to electronic processes for all our financial needs.  This 

enabled us to continue seamlessly almost, to serve our participants, community 

members and you the membership as the reality of the WHO Worldwide Pandemic 

was declared.  At the same time for a couple of weeks before we had been working 

to ensure many families were housed, safe and sound, and they as well as others were supplied with products 

for stability for a while, food, dry goods, diapers and personal and other items. ONWA provided us with 

some emergency funds just prior t the end of the year so we could do this. 

Previously to the State of Emergency being called, 2019-2020 looked much like other years, Two new 

programs were initiated: the ONWA Ska Ba (Helper) program got up and running as well as the Status of 

Women (funded through dept. of Women and Gender Equity-WAGE) Resource Development (fundraising 

program). 

As many of you know the Resource Development had planned for a major event Blockers and Attackers: 

Indigenous Women in Sports Leadership, for near the end of March 2019. This was to be an ‘in person’ 

event, however had to be postponed due the State of Emergency.  Additionally, it had to be revamped 

entirely to be delivered virtually which meant also learning a whole new technology in terms in virtual uses 

and event presentation. It was delivered recently, Oct. 3 to great reviews for the viewers.  We called if:  

Indigenous Armchair Café (meaning stay home and have your coffee / tea while watching) Blockers and 

Attackers: Indigenous Women in Sports Leadership 

Also previous to the State of Emergency, we worked with our partners to continue building on the services 

coming into the region from the De Dwa Da Dehs Nye Aboriginal Health Centre out of Hamilton.  We have 

been able to secure a number of services for Niagara so they now have a small satellite office in St. 

Catharines. 

Finally, we are involved from the early stages in the project design elements for the new Niagara South 

Hospital.  This means we are influencing he actual criteria that will be given out for the Tendering process, 

to build the actual site.  This is exciting and although the entire process will take some six years to complete, 

we are confident, you will e happy with the results. 

What is next? We continue o work from home with limited office use. We have hired a Indigenous 

Pandemic Outreach worker who has been very busy seeing up for food distribution through Second Harvest, 

and activity packs for loan for families sports packs, and Elders packs…you will e hearing more shortly. 

Since we are half way through our year now, I can let you know we have added a third ONWA program, 

Anti-Human Trafficking Liaison which is going to be working with other Indigenous Liaisons around the 

province through ONWA.  We continue to move forward and looking to renovations on the main building 

to ensure we have accommodations for all. 

As always, it has been my honor to continue serving and assisting with the work of this community and this 

membership. Please feel free to connect with me at any time. 

Mii:gwetch, Wendy 
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2019 – 2020 YEAR–END REPORT 
Lead ADR Coordinator – Sue Maracle 

 AADR Support-Becky Whitlow  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

                                                                  

This fiscal year has ended with a 

bang with all the preventative 

COVID-19 measures and self-

isolation.  We have been working 

from home which isn’t always easy.  

It is difficult to coordinate an ADR 

for families when they cannot attend 

in person and, in some cases, do not 

have the equipment such as the 

internet on a computer or phone to do videoconferencing in order to come together 

with workers and their supports to put a plan in place.  It becomes difficult to help 

people when you are unable to tend to things you would normally do without hesitation.   

We are in the process of finding ways to continue on and, at the same time, adhering to 

social distancing.  I’m sure everybody understands this as everybody has been isolated in 

their homes and are pretty sick of it at this point.   

 

ADR’s this year have been down, but not because there are no cases.  Referrals are not 

always being sent to us.  Sometimes the families are not asked if they are Indigenous or 

not.  This often decreases the files we have until the family seeks us out on their own.  At 

that time, we then request a referral be sent to us to service the family. 

 

ADR REFERRALS  

QUARTER AMOUNT REFERRED BY 

FACS 

First 6 

Second 1 

Third 5 

Fourth 5 

 

This year there have also been cancellations due to inclement weather, FACS staff or 

supports not available to attend, and of course, cancelling ADR’s due to the COVID-19 

outbreak.  The coordination of the ADR’s include contacting all clients and their supports, 

lawyers, making sure consents are in place, arranging transportation for clients, ordering 

of food and ensuring everything is in place in order to have the ADR.   

There are certainly a large variety of other administrative duties that go along with this 

position that is not reflected in these numbers.   

 

Sue Maracle, Lead ADR Coordinator 
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                                                                                                                2019 – 2020 YEAR–END REPORT 
Youth in Transition Worker-Louise Hickey 

 
                                                                                                                         

It’s difficult to recall how things were going “pre-pandemic”, it seems to have 

overshadowed everything else. Looking back I was able to assist program 

participants in a number of areas such as; 

 

• Securing funding for training / school 

• Helping them to enroll in upgrading programs 

• Filling out an application for a Habitat for Humanity home 

• Finding secure housing 

• Working with FACS to close files 

• Court support / advocacy 

• Job search & Life Skills 

 

Now I am promoting on-line resources for mental health & skills development. We keep in contact primarily 

via text & the Facebook page. Through the Chapter I have been able to assist participants acquire needed 

items from toasters to cleaning supplies & more! 

Personally, I was able to develop my skills in the following areas; 

 

• Experiential Trauma Theory Certification 

• Renewed my Mental Health First Aide Certification 

• Family Assessment Training 

• Numerous webinars 

•  

 

In addition, we welcomed the first ever Vice Provost, Indigenous Engagement, Amos Key Jr., to Brock 

University. This is a huge step in having our voices heard & making changes to the institution! 

There have of course been challenges as well. Most notably is the reduction of supports FACS is now 

capable of extending. This has had a significant impact on volunteer drives which has resulted in 

participants being unable to attend programming & so setting them up for failure. Youth in care age out into 

poverty. The pandemic is heightening triggers of childhood trauma on top of financial & emotional 

stressors. These factors make it an especially difficult time for my program participants but I strive to stay 

connected & offer hope. 
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                                                                                                                  2019 – 2020 YEAR–END REPORT 
Breaking Free From Family Violence – FSW- Angie Liberty 

                                                                                                                                               

The Family well-being program funded by Ontario Native Women’s 

Association once known as Circles of Care, has endured a name change to 

Breaking Free from Family Violence. This Niagara Family Support Worker has 

identified program impacts by way of witnessing outcomes from; providing 

Immediate Intervention support for families, Prevention vs Apprehension, 

Kinship vs Foster Care, negotiating voluntary child welfare involvement vs 

court. With hopes that society will accountable to our Indigenous families. Creation of individualized Plans 

of Care (POC) and significant safety plans, which have been maintained and achieved in most cases of the 

Niagara BFFV participants.  

Intervention/ crisis and safety planning includes; finding places of safety such as shelters or transitional 

homes for women and children, or exploring options of remaining in the home by mitigating and reducing 

the risks of conflict. Providing advocacy for families when reports of Domestic Violence require 

investigations from society, or when there is on-going involvement with FACS files. Providing emergency 

resources/ necessities when families are uprooted/ displaced or if they remain at their primary residence, 

where personal security and safety equipment can be explored. Assisting and support families plans to 

devise their own co-parenting/ third party access with the children and “alternatives to care” through 

IADR, ensuring our Indigenous children remain with family if possible. 

In some cases, there had been an identified need of increased/ enhanced in-home support to assist 

transition plans; children re-unifying/repatriating back home. On-going support is proven to be 

imperative, also the creation of safe spaces and providing families with the equipment/ tools to mitigate 

risks effectively. Addressing violence and modelling healthy relationships to educate participants and 

community partners, amplifies awareness and provides families with tools for coping during complex 

times. 

COVID-19 Pandemic has brought on hardships for families with their children in care of society, we are 

doing our best to advocate for those families who have inadequate access to their children. We have 

supported many families with emergent needs such as; masks, gloves, sanitizer, cleaning products, and 

food support. We are very concerned with the level and additional layers of trauma this has created for 

these families, as the bonding and attachment have been impacted.  

 

Data element 
 

2019-2020 Year 

# Times needed for Crisis/ Intervention 75  

# of Safe Spaces Created 20 Families 

# of Traditional Activities/Services Provided 
(including Original Pathways ADR Circles) 

97 

# of Families assisted in Prevention of CAS 
Apprehension + # of children  

8 Families 
20 Children 

# of Families Re-Unified + # of children 6 Families 
15 Children 
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                                                                                                                  2019 – 2020 YEAR–END REPORT 
Indigenous Infant & Family Support Advocate – Bev Hill 

GREETINGS, to all my Relations     (Report covers about half due to space issues)                                                                       

I believe in the mission of the Niagara Chapter of Native Women (NCNW) I find 

my sense of responsibility in providing case management, advocacy and  

educating at any teachable moment with colleagues whom request to better 

understand Aboriginal historical traumas: loss of culture, loss of family structure, 

loss of identity and the continued loss of “Our Children Our Gifts”.  Due to 

historical traumas Indigenous people still persevere and continue to hold 

enormous amount of resiliency and stride to keep their children by their side.  

Remembering the Good Mind and the seven grandfather teachings Creator has provided to us and 

knowing our roles and responsibilities as an Auntie I say “Nurturing Spirits while bringing families to 

Peace”.   

Niagara Chapter of Native Women offered a “Welcoming Gathering” for new hires of Family and Children 

Services this year.  I like to share one of the comments from a new hire and the facs agency: 

“It was such a pleasure to meet with Beverly and Wendy! The Niagara Chapter Native Women’s Center 

was so welcoming and informative. I also appreciated the opportunity to see in person all of the services 

offered. I am very happy to now have personal connections with Beverly and Wendy, as I feel very 

comfortable reaching out and contacting with them should I have any inquiries or a need to connect with 

them to best service our families.  I look forward to working collaboratively with these women in the 

future. Thank-you for your time and willingness to share and educate us and to establish a positive and 

effective collaborative working relationship to best serve our families and protect our children.” 

We have in place the Memorandum of Understanding this working document hasn’t always been 

respected or followed. We will continue as an organization to collaborate with Family and Children 

Services and to build stronger communitive balanced working relationship. Working together and 

developing procedures to lessen the number of children going into care. Through these new 

developments we may lead by example the new federal Indigenous Child and Family Services legislation: 

An Act respecting First Nations, Inuit and Metis children, youth and families 2019.  

TARGET POPULATION OF SERVICES: Children in care (0-15) referred Aboriginal Child Advocate: Family 

and Children Services - self identifies (First Nations, Metis and Inuit). 

Total number of families referred by FACS carried over from last year 33 

Total number of individual children referred by FACS 45 

Total number families & children served 78 

Referred without proper paper work/self-referred/ referred/ another agency 

Total number of families not referred by FACS 17 
Total number of children not referred by FACS 31 
Total number families & children served 48 

Total Families & Children Served by -Indigenous Infant, Child & Family Support Advocate 

Total number of families FACS & NOT REFERRED BY FACS 50 

Total number of children FACS & NOT REFERRED BY FACS 76 

Total number families & children served 126 
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                                                                                                                  2019 – 2020 YEAR–END REPORT 
Resource Development Asst. ~ Manvinder Bhamra 

 

 

Working as the Resource Development Assistant as of late January 2020, I have 

had the privilege of working on the inaugural fundraising event. During the 

month of February and March, planning and logistics were taking place such as 

selecting a venue and meals, coordinating with the youth guest speakers, 

booking professional athletes, developing relationships with sponsors, creating 

advertising and marketing materials (invitations, posters, tickets, programs), 

checking in with the advisory committee for ongoing feedback and 

improvement, creating and updating budgets. 

 

Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 safety policies & procedures which limit the number of people 

at a single public gathering, the inaugural fundraising event was postponed to a later date, 

hopefully to be June 2020. Sponsors and all individuals involved were sent an official notice of 

postponement and the venue has been put on hold. In the meantime, this time will be used to 

develop relationships with more sponsors and garner more financial support for the event. 

 

Other resources that were being developed included a summary document to be distributed to 

new members, supporters, and participants at NCNW called About Us, promotional items such 

as postcards and a calendar that highlighted a new cause each month that individuals can choose 

to support via financial donation or volunteer work. Finally, ideas around updating the NCNW 

website to create a more interactive, one-stop resource were compiled. 
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Because of you 

 
 

We would like to give recognition and many 
thanks to each and every volunteer who has 
passed through or dedicated their time and 

worked so very hard to assist our team in the 
many programs and events. 

 

Also, to everyone who has been so very generous 
in donating, either monetarily, art, or gifts to 

the Chapter. 

 

Niagara Chapter- Native Women Inc. is truly 
grateful for all the help and support we have 

received from each and every one of you and we 
are hoping and welcoming the community to 
continue to engage for many years to come!! 

 

 

Mii:gwetch & Nyaweh 
 

 


